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Equity Markets 

• U.S. stock indexes closed out of the quarter on a positive note, after a sharp pickup in
volatility during the quarter.

3/23 Close 3/29 Close Price Change 
Dow Jones 23,533 24,103 Up 2.4% 
S&P 500 2,588 2,641 Up 2.0% 
NASDAQ 6,993 7,063 Up 1.0% 
KBW Bank Index 103.94 106.50 Up 2.5% 

• For all the hand wringing over the recent rout in technology, the group has been one of the
saving graces for stocks during the worst quarter for American equities since 2015; the S&P
500 consumer discretionary sector, which includes Amazon and Netflix, was one of only two
groups out of 11 in the benchmark index to post positive results for the quarter as a whole.

Financials 

• Regulators closed no additional banks last week, leaving year-to-date closures at zero.

Credit Markets 

• Intermediate-term Treasury yields generally fell last week, aided by month- and quarter-end
demand ahead of Friday’s holiday.

3/23 Close 3/29 Close Change 
3-month Tsy 1.72% 1.71% Down 1 bp 
2-year Tsy 2.26% 2.27% Up 1 bp 
5-year Tsy 2.60% 2.56% Down 4 bps 
10-year Tsy 2.81% 2.74% Down 7 bps 

Treasury/Fed/Administration/Congress 

• Wall Street should force banks to share the pain of regulatory penalties by docking
executives’ pay, a move that would help discourage bad behavior, Federal Reserve Bank of
New York President William Dudley said in prepared remarks at a U.S. Chamber of Commerce
event in Washington last week.
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 Economy 

• Consumer spending lagged behind income growth for a second month in February,
showing American households were taking a breather after a late-2017 surge; while the
saving rate rose to 3.5%, the highest level since August 2017, spending could gather pace
in coming months due to a robust labor market, elevated confidence and lower taxes.

• The Fed’s preferred inflation gauge - - tied to consumption - - rose 0.2% for the month
on a month-over-month basis; excluding food and energy, so-called core prices also
increased 0.2% for the month and were up 1.6% from February 2017, still tracking well
below the Fed’s 2% target level.

• Consumer confidence declined in March as measures of present and future conditions
softened, according to a report from the New York-based Conference Board.

• A limited number of properties for sale against a backdrop of steady demand helped keep
home prices elevated in January, with home prices registering a 6.4% year-over-year gain,
according to S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller data released last week.

• The U.S. economy grew in the fourth quarter at a faster pace than last estimated, helped
by an upward revision to household spending on services and a smaller drag from
inventories; GDP clocked in at a 2.9% annualized rate in the fourth quarter, revised up
from the previous 2.5% reading.

• A gauge of signed contracts to purchase previously owned U.S. home increased in
February for the first time in three months, rising 3.1% on a month-over-month basis
after a downwardly revised 5% decrease in January, highlighting uneven progress in the
housing industry.

This Week 

Economic data scheduled to be released this week include factory orders, payroll data, and a read 
on the health of the manufacturing and service sectors. 

Quote 

“Some things have to be believed to be seen.” 

- - Ralph Hodgson 

The source for the information above is Bloomberg News unless otherwise noted. 
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